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Abstract
With InVITe, we are working towards intuitive visualization to support review of iterative modifications on text documents. In
order to accomplish this, we perform simple matching of text snippets between the two versions of text, across a large range of
parameter settings. Next, an overview graphic indicating the effect of parameter space on the output allows the user to select
those combinations that are of interest. Finally, such selection will display an alluvial diagram with annotations and covering
different resolutions.
With this tool, co-authors can keep an overview of changes made, both structural and local.
Categories and Subject Descriptors (according to ACM CCS): Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI) [H5.2]: User
Interfaces—Graphical user interfaces (GUI); Document and Text Processing [I.7.0]: General—

1. Introduction
Preparation of text documents is at the heart of a vast number of
professional disciplines, and includes for example legal documents,
analysis reports, meeting minutes, project proposals; the list is endless. In many cases, the authors will iterate over that text to ensure
that the message contained in it is conveyed in an optimal way. In a
collaborative setting, unfortunately, it can be difficult to keep track
of what has actually changed.
Consider a typical collaborative process between a postgraduate student and his/her promoter while preparing a scientific paper.
The student will prepare a first draft, which is reviewed by the promoter. The latter has several remarks, including small changes as
well as substantial restructuring of the text itself. The postgraduate student implements these suggestions using the "track changes"
feature in Microsoft Word. Although this allows the promoter to
identify the parts that have been changed, this approach is crude
and has many shortcomings. For example, when a section of text
(e.g. paragraph or chapter) is moved to another position, it is indicated as both a deletion and insertion, rather than a translocation. In
addition, smaller changes are embedded and hidden in these large
ones. It is also not possible at the moment to have an overview of
the evolution of the text across multiple versions: which parts have
been stable, which were moved, which had internal changes, etc.
A wide range of solutions have been described before for the
visualization of text. A comprehensive overview can be found at

http://textvis.lnu.se/ [KK15]. Most of these are however
concerned with the representation of a single text (e.g. [WV08],
[VWF09], [RGP∗ 12]), overviews of text/document corpora (e.g.
[SSNR14], [FGM05], [CL09]), or issues like topic extraction
and/or evolution (e.g. [GJG∗ 15], [LKC∗ 12]). Conceptually, text
documents are of the same type as software code and genome
sequences, as each of these also consists of a sequence of characters. Visualizations have been developed for investigating programming code (e.g. [VTVW05], [BK01], [ESSJ92]) as well as genomic structural variations (e.g. Circos plot as used in [ZBJL∗ 10]
and [MGB∗ 14], [PT03]), but neither is fit for the task described
here. Fry’s visualization of the evolution of The Origin of Species
by Charles Darwin (http://fathom.info/traces/) does indicate how a text changes over subsequent iterations, but does not
allow for looking at this at different resolutions.
Overall, it is clear that the current approaches do not take
into consideration the specific tasks of the writer/reviewer: in the
(re)writing process, one typically switches between considering the
overall structure of the text, and investigating smaller changes such
as spelling (e.g. British vs American English).
With InVITe, we developed a tool able to look at these different
resolutions of text differences, giving the (co)authors the ability to
investigate small and large changes in context.
2. Approach
2.1. Algorithm
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The interactive InVITe visualization relies on a simple text analysis approach, inspired by the bl2seq algorithm for DNA sequence
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comparison [CCA∗ 09]. The original text is considered the reference and divided into atoms with a pre-defined window size w.
The algorithm then scans the second text in search of these atoms.
This match does not have to be perfect as we allow an error rate
e between the reference atom and its match. Using large values
for window size w and error e favours visualization of large structural changes in the text (e.g. new, deleted or translocated sections),
whereas small values favour small local changes such as spelling or
word choice. Our tests indicate that running 1,600 combinations of
the w and e parameters on two versions of a 216-page document
takes 21 seconds on a 2.2 GHz Intel Core i7 Mac laptop.
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2.2. Visualization
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As these parameters w and e have a significant impact on the resulting plot, InVITe provides an overview of this parameter space
as indicated in Figure 1. This allows the user to choose the granularity of the returned visual, corresponding to the task that the user
wants to perform. Selecting a combination of w and e results in
the alluvial diagram as presented in Figure 2. This plot consists of
several parts. Part A represents the reference text, indicating each
chapter in a different colour and including the section title if the text
is written in Markdown syntax. A diagonal line across the box indicates the position within that chapter; an approach regularly used
in comparing genomes between species, and described in Figure
12 of [HMB∗ 04]. Part B shows the new text version, in its rearranged state. Chapters of origin and rearrangements within them
can be easily identified using the colour encoding and diagonal
line. In addition, the marks on the right indicate stability, showing where breaks in the alluvial diagram would appear if the user
were to choose a smaller window size w and/or lower allowed error
rate e. Hovering the mouse over a section in either the original or
new version will show the underlying text. An alluvial diagram (C)
connects the two text versions. Clicking on a band (C) will open a
side-by-side view, zoomed into that section, using more stringent
parameter settings and therefore splitting the text further into subsections.
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% of new covered
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Figure 1: Matrix covering parameter space for window size w and
error rate e, and indicating their effect on the resulting blocks. Each
cell corresponds to a different instance of the graphic in Figure 2.
Plots in the lower right corner indicate that with high e and w one
ends up with a large matches of single blocks; using low e and w
(top left) identifies crossings and multiple blocks.
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3. Conclusion
With InVITe, we developed a tool for investigating different iterations of a text, at different resolutions. InVITe is a work in progress
and future work will include refinement of the mapping algorithm
(e.g. by adapting the bl2seq program itself [CCA∗ 09]), live editing of these texts with immediate modification of the plots, and the
comparison of more than 2 versions.
Overall, we believe that the InVITe tool can greatly support authors in reviewing different iterations of medium- to large-sized text
documents.
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Figure 2: Alluvial diagram showing how two versions of text differ from each other, as well as the sensitivity of each section with
changes in parameter settings. For full description, see main text.
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